
Driving paid traffic to our Amazon Store page showed an increase in metrics across-the-board – clicks, revenue, and  
average order value all improved dramatically. Without Marin’s Amazon Attribution solution, it wouldn’t have been possible.
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Amazon Sponsored Ads
Accelerate your Amazon Sponsored Products, Sponsored Brands, and Sponsored 
Display performance with advanced bidding, powerful automation and forecasting.

Amazon DSP
Harness the full power of Marin Reporting on DSP display, video, and audio 
across Amazon sites, partner sites, and third party exchanges.

Other Retail Marketplaces
Consolidate an increasingly fragmented landscape into a single platform with 
unified data that will save your team time and deliver better performance. 
Access hundreds of additional retailers.

Amazon Attribution
Measure the impact of paid search and paid social on your customers’ conversion 
activity on Amazon and adjust bidding against attribution data.

Search & Social
Expand your reach with paid search shopping campaigns and dynamic social 
ads on Google, Microsoft Advertising, and Meta.

Supercharge  
Your Retail Marketing 
Powerful bidding, reporting, and feed management  
tools deliver a comprehensive, end-to-end solution  
for advertising on Amazon.
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MarinOne has helped advertisers manage over $45B in 
search, social, and eCommerce ad spend over the last 15 
years. Accelerate your retail-focused advertising with a 
single interface for analyzing, automating, and optimizing 
all your retail media and marketplace advertising programs.

Powerful Reporting 
Quickly understand performance with a 
customizable cross-channel dashboard.

Marketplace Signals 
Tie ad performance to marketplace statistics 
including reviews, rating, inventory status,  
and price.

Comparative Analytics 
Interactive reporting with change columns, 
custom metrics, and comparison charts.

Unlimited Data Retention 
Simple year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter 
analysis with unlimited data retention.

Insights 
Automatically identify and implement 
opportunities to grow revenue and decrease costs 
with MarinOne Insights. 

Dynamic Actions 
Set your campaigns to adjust based on external 
signals by changing bids, budgets, status, and more.

Dayparting 
Maximize your spend with intraday and day of week 
ad scheduling and bidding. 

Keyword Expansion 
Identify new keywords for increased volume and 
negatives to avoid wasted spend with Automated 
Keyword Expansion.

Autopilot 
Our unified optimization suite allows you to set  
your goals and let MarinOne take care of the rest.

Planning 
Predict results at various levels of spend across 
publishers and campaign objectives. 

Automated Bidding 
Outflank competitors with automated bidding  
tools including optimizing to detailed page views 
and new to brand.

Pacing 
Automate pacing to  target budget or revenue 
goals integrated with bidding to ensure you’re 
always on track.
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